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ABSTRACT 

 

Exercise and physical activity exert mechanical loading on the bones, stimulating bone 

formation. Osteocytes are thought to be the bone cells that sense and respond to mechanical 

loading and that loading induces bone strains and fluid flow shear stresses (FFSS) on the 

osteocytes. However, how the complex morphology of the osteocyte lacunocanalicular 

network affects local stresses and strains experienced by the osteocytes is not fully understood.  

In this study, we assessed the effect of morphological parameters including canalicular 

density, lacunocanalicular space thickness, dendrite diameter, number of fluid inlets to the 

lacuna, and load direction on FFSS and bone strains and how these might change with the 

microstructural deterioration of the LCN that occurs with aging. Four distinct theoretical 

models were initially created of osteocytes with either ten or eighteen dendrites using a fluid-

structure interaction (FSI) method with idealized geometries. Next, two models of young and 

aged osteocytes were developed from 3D confocal images after FITC staining of the LCN in 

the femur of a 5-month-old and 22-month-old C57BL6 mouse. Also, several simulated 

osteocyte models were developed from confocal images of a 4-month-old C57BL6 mouse 

using a geometry modification approach to model different LCN morphologies. Shear stresses 

on osteocyte and dendritic membranes were estimated using a computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) approach considering the average surface area and volume of each model.  
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The models predicted higher fluid velocity in the canaliculi versus the lacuna. Comparison 

of idealized models with one fluid inlet versus five fluid inlets indicated that the average shear 

stress increased from 0.13 Pa to 0.28 Pa and one-half of the dendrites experienced FFSS greater 

than 0.8 Pa with four more fluid inlets. The 3D simulations of models based on confocal images 

of osteocytes indicated that the velocity profile alters in the tortuous canaliculi, near canalicular 

branches, and canalicular junctions. Our findings indicate not only a higher ratio of canalicular 

to lacunar surface area in the young osteocyte model than in the aged model but also a greater 

average FFSS in the young model than the aged model. Consequently, osteocytes experience 

lower shear stresses on the osteocyte body and dendritic membranes in the aged models. 

Importantly, the surface area of the young osteocyte model with required shear stress for 

osteocyte response was 23 times greater than the aged osteocyte. Therefore, aged osteocyte is 

less possible to detect mechanical strains due to lower dendritic surface area which explains 

the lower mechanoresponsiveness of osteocytes with aging with the same physiological 

activity. We also predicted that with increasing canalicular density or lacunocanalicular space 

thickness, FFSS experienced by osteocytes increases. Both the realistic aged osteocyte model 

generated from confocal images of an aged mouse and the simulated aged osteocyte model 

generated from confocal images of a young mouse using the geometry modification technique 

showed similar FFSS results. This study shows the significance of this technique in computer 

modeling of osteocytes. Overall, this modeling approach based on accurate osteocyte 

morphologies, may explain the impaired mechano-responsiveness of the osteocytes with aging 

and could be a powerful tool to predict the effect of bone diseases on osteocyte 

mechanoresponsive ness.  
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1 CHAPTER1: INTRODUCTION 

Reduced bone mass is a common feature of advancing age that can result in 

osteoporosis and increased bone fragility. Osteoporotic fractures, which occur in a variety of 

bones such as spine, hip, and wrist usually lead to loss of mobility and can reduce the patient’s 

quality of life [1]. Noh et al. reported that 200 million people worldwide suffer from 

osteoporosis and that one in every three women over age 50 and one in every five men over 50 

worldwide experience osteoporosis-related bone fractures in their lives [2].  Several variables 

including lack of calcium, estrogen deficiency, low vitamin D levels, and reduced physical 

activity contribute to aging-associated bone loss which results in changes in bone architecture 

and mechanical properties [3-5].  

Osteocytes are the most abundant cells in bone and are thought to be the 

mechanoresponsive cells that sense mechanical loading due to physical activity and initiate 

biochemical signaling through a process called mechanotransduction that results in bone 

formation (reviewed in [6]). Osteocytes are connected by an intricate network of dendritic 

processes. The dendrites reside inside channels in the bone, called canaliculi, and the fluid 

flows around the dendrites and through the canaliculi. It has been postulated that osteocytes 

detect mechanical loads due to fluid flow shear stress (FFSS) generated in the 

lacunocanalicular network (LCN) around the osteocyte dendritic processes and to local strains 

around the osteocyte cell body [7-9]. Mechanical loading of bone generates a pressure gradient 

that initiates interstitial fluid flow in the LCN and across the osteocyte cell membrane and 

dendritic surfaces. Several models have hypothesized that FFSS on the osteocytes and their 

dendrites causes cell membrane deformation and initiates biochemical signaling  [7, 10, 11].  
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Whole bone is postulated to undergo fracture damage in vivo at surface strains with a 

magnitude of 3,500 microstrain or greater, while paradoxically, in vitro studies with bone cells 

have shown that 5,000 microstrain is required to cause some cellular response and strains over 

10,000 microstrain cause a significant osteogenic response [12-14]. Similarly, analytical 

models predicted that the required fluid-induced shear stress to increase bone mass is 0.8 Pa 

[9, 15]. Nicolella et al. used a digital image correlation measurement technique to show that 

local strains around the lacuna could reach 30,000 microstrain which is over an order of 

magnitude greater than the global strain of 1,500 - 2,000 microstrain needed to induce bone 

formation [16].  

Bone microstructure undergoes degenerative changes in osteocyte and LCN morphology 

with aging [17-20] (reviewed in [21]). This deterioration in osteocyte dendrite connectivity 

may contribute to age-related bone loss, potentially due to impaired mechano-responsiveness 

through disruption of osteocyte regulation of osteoblast and osteoclast function—however, the 

osteocyte network's inaccessibility in the bone matrix limits in vivo experiments. Finding a link 

between load-induced fluid flow on the osteocytes and their mechano-sensitivity regarding 

LCN morphology could bridge the knowledge gap between mechanical load and bone 

formation. 

To overcome some of the limitations of in vivo studies of FFSS within the LCN we have 

used a computer modeling approach combining fluid-structure interaction (FSI) and 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. In terms of the intricacy of bone architecture, 

most numerical models reconstruct either fluid or solid domains of the osteocyte and its 

surroundings. Anderson et al. developed a CFD model of an osteocyte at the micro/nano-scale 

and predicted the highest FFSS occurs on the dendrites rather than osteocyte [22]. Multiphysics 
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FSI modeling is considered a valuable tool to mimic the mechanical behavior of the osteocyte. 

An idealized osteocyte FSI model was developed for the first time by Verbruggen et al., and 

the mechanical stimulation of the osteocytes was investigated [23]. Simulations under 

mechanical loading predicted that maximum stimulus occurs on the cell processes. More 

realistic osteocyte models predict higher strains, shear stresses, and fluid velocities than those 

from idealized models [24, 25].  

The LCN complexity can be defined based on the number and extent of branching per 

canaliculi [26]. A single osteocyte dendrite may develop numerous branches, creating a matrix 

of intercommunication between osteocytes. The number of secondary canaliculi is about four 

times greater than that of primary canaliculi per lacuna [27]. Schurman et al., using a structural 

analysis, showed that the LCN in cortical bone experiences pruning due to aging together with 

dendritic system degradation [18]. 

The significance of load direction on osteocytes was studied by Kola et al., who built 2D 

finite element models of idealized osteocytes to analyze strains based on lacunar orientation. 

They predicted that the lacunar strains are higher when lacunae are aligned perpendicular to 

the loading axis [28]. Rath Bonivtch et al. developed a 3D model of the osteocyte and showed 

that either increasing the canalicular diameter or decreasing the perilacunar tissue modulus 

increases the maximum strain experienced by the perilacunar region [29]. 

Bonewald et al. have suggested that depending on the cell and LCN topology, different 

bone cells receive different magnitudes of fluid shear stress [30]. Joukar et al. investigated the 

influence of osteocyte morphology and loading direction on cell stimulation by including ECM 

projections using an idealized 3D FSI model. They showed that FFSS on the dendrites along 

the loading direction, and osteocytes with a major axis aligned to the loading direction is higher 
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than in other cases [31]. Kamioka et al. demonstrated the critical influence of osteocyte shape 

on cell process fluid velocities [32]. However, how the number of canaliculi is correlated to 

shear stress and bone strains at a microscopic scale has not been established. 

Due to the complexity of bone structure, researchers employ various simplification 

techniques in computer simulations to achieve an idealized morphology. Utilizing actual 

biological data is a step toward clarifying the role of osteocytes in the bone physiological 

response to loading. More realistic image-derived models that include LCN shape and 

canalicular tortuosity [18, 23, 33] can assess the cell’s response to mechanical stress better than 

idealized geometries. However, replicating the osteocyte microenvironment precisely requires 

high-resolution images of the lacunocanalicular system. Various standard imaging techniques 

are employed to visualize osteocytes in bone, such as confocal laser scanning microscopy 

(CLSM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

[34]. Tiny cell processes can be captured using advanced imaging techniques and used in 

image-derived simulations [24, 35].  

The objective of this research is to investigate the effect of LCN deterioration due to aging 

or other bone disease in terms of reduction in canalicular density or surface area and the 

resulting changes in shear stresses that would be experienced by osteocyte and their dendrites. 

Multiple theoretical FSI models using idealized geometries were generated to investigate the 

FFSS and bone strains in terms of the significance of physiological parameters, including 

canalicular density, load direction, and the number of fluid flow inlets to the lacuna, which had 

never been explored previously. Then, confocal image derived CFD models associated with a 

single osteocyte representing a young and an aged osteocyte and some simulated osteocyte 

models were built to compare shear forces while accounting for increased canalicular density, 
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dendrite diameter, and lacunocanalicular space thickness due to aging, which is not conducive 

to direct measurement. These simulations reveal the amount of the entire osteocyte model that 

experiences FFSS magnitudes needed to trigger biochemical signaling and how aging or bone 

disease alters this strain threshold. Furthermore, the models identify the significance of volume 

and surface area of the lacunocanalicular space around the osteocyte and dendrites on FFSS.  

The materials and methods used for developing the osteocyte models are described in 

Chapter two. This part deals with the methods used to prepare bone samples and obtain 

confocal images of osteocytes. The stepwise procedure to prepare bone samples for confocal 

microscopy includes fixing the bone, embedding in acrylic, sectioning, and polishing, staining 

with FITC dye, and finally, confocal microscopy. The methods to develop three-dimensional 

models of osteocytes utilizing various biology and engineering softwares are also described in 

this chapter. Various osteocyte models with either idealized, confocal image-based, and 

simulated geometries using geometry modification techniques are presented. At the end, the 

method to generate mesh, boundary conditions, and setup for FSI and Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) analysis using ANSYS software is described.  

 Chapter three details the results obtained from the computer simulations described in 

chapter two. The velocity, shear stress, and mechanical strain contours produced by the 

osteocyte and inside the lacunocanalicular space are illustrated for each model considering 

their lacunocanalicular network volume and surface area. The idealized and realistic osteocyte 

models are treated separately considering their geometrical differences. Furthermore, 

osteocyte models generated using different approaches are compared. 

     The fourth chapter covers all the discussion of the results presented in the third chapter. The 

primary goal of this chapter is providing explanations on the results in chapter three and to 
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have a better understanding of how the morphological changes in the lacunocanalicular system 

due to aging or bone disease could be related to the shear stress and strains produced by the 

osteocytes. Additionally, the correlation of these morphological changes with stress is 

discussed and the most significant geometrical parameters affecting the shear stress are 

determined.  

The fifth chapter summarizes the findings of this dissertation as well as the scope of future 

work. The details of how this work can be valuable in understanding aging or other bone 

disease such as osteoporosis are also given in this chapter. Future studies using accurate 3D 

models based on empirical data rather than idealized geometries can help understand the effects 

of bone diseases on bone mechanoresponsiveness and osteocyte function.  
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2 CHAPTER 2: METHODS 

This Chapter outlines the design of the entire study. The method to develop 3D models of 

osteocytes using idealized, confocal image-based geometries, and simulated models using 

geometry modification technique is explained and various approaches such as fluid-structure 

interaction and computational fluid dynamics to measure fluid flow shear stress and bone 

strains are described. Sample preparation procedure of mouse bones which is a necessary step 

to visualize osteocytes and obtain confocal images for realistic osteocyte modeling is also 

explained. Then, the details of software setup to generate mesh and set boundary conditions 

using ANSYS is elaborated.  

 

2.1 Idealized Osteocyte Models 

2.1.1 Geometry Generation 

Four computer models of a single osteocyte, each with ten or eighteen dendrites, were 

constructed in ANSYS SpaceClaim with an idealized osteocyte geometry containing an 

osteocyte cell body within a lacuna surrounded by interstitial fluid and a bone matrix. (Figure 

1). The osteocyte geometry was generated with dimensions similar to the one used by 

Verbruggen [23]. The major and minor axes of the cells were 13.5 µm and 7.5 µm, while the 

major and minor axes of the lacuna were 15 µm and 9 µm. The side length of the bone matrix 

was 21 µm. The osteocyte dendrites and the canaliculi they reside in were set to diameters of 

0.44 µm and 0.6 µm, respectively [23]. Magnification of the lacunocanalicular space in Figure 

1 indicates that the annular space around the cell is substantially larger than around the cell 

processes [36, 37]. 
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Figure 1: Idealized osteocyte model components, depicting bone tissue (brown), lacunocanalicular space (blue), and 
osteocyte cell body and dendrites (green). The magnified sections indicate a larger annular space around the cell 

than the dendrites.    

 

2.1.2 Material Properties and Mesh 

Simulated solid material domains, including the osteocyte with its dendrites and bone 

tissue, were modeled as linearly elastic, isotropic materials. The elastic modulus assigned to 

the cell was 4.47 kPa with a Poisson's ratio of 0.3.  The elastic modulus of the bone tissue was 

set at 16 GPa with a Poisson's ratio of 0.38 [23]. The LCN fluid is comparable to saltwater, 

with a density of 997 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of 0.000855 kg/m3s1 [24]. All domains 

were meshed using tetrahedral elements in the ANSYS software for the Finite Element 

Analysis. The total number of elements in CFX for the fluid domain is 331,133 and 741,441 

for the ten dendrites and eighteen dendrites’ models, respectively. Mesh dependency analysis 

was conducted to ensure that the results do not change with changing the number of mesh 

elements. With smaller element size that results in greater number of elements (ex, 2,000,000 

elements), strain and stress results did not change.  
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The total elements for solid structures, including cell and bone tissue, are 739,092 and 

2,642,352 for the ten and eighteen dendrite models, respectively. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows 

the mesh for solid and fluid domains of 10-dendrites and 18-dendrites models, respectively, 

which was generated in Structural and CFX module of ANSYS workbench software.  

 

Figure 2: Mesh generated in ANSYS software for fluid and solid domains of the ten dendrites model. 

 

 

Figure 3: Generated mesh for the fluid and solid domains of eighteen dendrites model. 

 

In the models which include a fluid and a solid interacting with each other, it is critical to 

use a finer mesh at the interfaces. So, the two domains have a high enough number of 
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elements to interact and transfer the information. Figure 4 indicates the finer mesh at the 

interface of osteocyte dendrites, fluid domain in the lacunocanalicular space and the bone 

tissue.  

 

Figure 4: A fine mesh was defined at the interfaces of solid and fluid domains 

 

2.1.3 Loading Conditions 

The loading conditions used a compressive strain of 3,000 µɛ [38] applied to one side of 

the solid domains as displacement to mimic vigorous physiological activity, while the opposite 

side remained fixed. A fluid pressure gradient was exerted across the models to represent load-

induced fluid flow. Fluid boundary conditions were specified as 300 Pa of inlet pressure, which 

is equivalent to the pressure predicted during high-intensity exercise, and outlet pressure was 

considered 0 Pa [23]. Figure 5 shows the loading conditions which includes a mechanical load 

(yellow arrow) and a fluid pressure (red circle) at the left face of the model. The right face was 

fixed and the remaining canaliculi were considered outlets. 
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Figure 5: Boundary conditions including a mechanical load and fluid pressure defined for the 10 dendrites osteocyte 
model where the right side was fixed.   

 

To study each of the three parameters, namely the canalicular density, number of fluid 

inlets, and load direction, the other two parameters were kept identical, and some boundary 

conditions changed (Figure 6). For example, Model 1 and Model 2 have the same dendrite 

number (18 dendrites) and load direction. To compare the effect of the number of inlets on 

FFSS, Model 1 has five fluid inlets while Model 2 has one fluid inlet. Model 3 was generated 

with ten dendrites with the same load direction and number of fluid inlets to Model 2. With 

comparison of Model 2 and Model 3, we analyzed the effect of canalicular density on 

strain/stress experienced by the osteocyte. We generated Model 4 to determine the outcome of 

changing the load direction by considering the movement of fluid from the left side of Models 

3 and from the top in Model 4. Model 3 and Model 4, each of which has ten dendrites and an 

equal number of inlets, were compared to examine the effect of load direction. 
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Figure 6: Four osteocyte models with ten or eighteen dendrites, and the load was imposed from either the left side of 
the solid domains (Models 1-3) or the top side (Model 4), as indicated by an orange arrow. All or one of the canaliculi 

(circled in red) on the loading face were deemed fluid inlets. The rest of the canaliculi are considered outlets. 

 

2.1.4 Physics Setup 

The interfaces of fluid and solid domains are defined and introduced in ANSYS software 

to interact and transfer the load in each time step. Four different interfaces were defined owing 

to three domains of cell (osteocyte), fluid, and bone tissue. Solid interfaces were defined in the 

Structural module and fluid domain was defined in the CFX module of ANSYS. Figure 7 

shows how the interfaces were chosen in each geometry of the three different domains. For 

instance, the inner layer of the fluid domain which is interacting with the cell was selected as 

the fluid-cell interface and the outer layer of the fluid domain which is interacting with bone 

tissue was named the fluid-bone interface. The inner layer of the bone domain which was in 

the interface with the fluid domain was selected as bone-fluid and the outer layer of the cell 

domain which was interacting with the fluid domain was chosen as cell-fluid.  
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Figure 7: Definition of interfaces of various domains. Four interfaces were defined for three domains of cell, fluid, and 
bone 

 

2.1.5 Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) Analysis 

A fluid-structure interaction approach was employed for the Multiphysics morphology of 

a cell with dendrites, fluid flow within the lacunocanalicular space, and the bone matrix. We 

employed an FSI approach to provide information about the strain distribution throughout the 

bone matrix and fluid compartments within the LCN. Two-way FSI was chosen for the 

coupling for its more realistic solution versus a one-way FSI since it considers the interaction 

of both domains with the other one. In the two-way FSI method, the interaction of solid and 

fluid domains is analyzed in the Structural and CFX modules in ANSYS software. By coupling 

these two modules, Structural module which defines bone and cell domains receives pressure 

from CFX domain which defines fluid domain and subsequently delivers displacement to CFX 

as an output. These forces and boundary deformations are transferred between cell, fluid, and 
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bone tissue via four designated interfaces. Therefore, the ANSYS software consistently 

updates information in the fluid and solid domains at each time step (iteration) until the solution 

is converged.  

 

2.1.6 System Coupling and Data Transfer 

In the FSI problem, besides two different modules of CFX and Structural, a System 

Coupling module is required to connect and update the information between CFX and 

Structural modules, which enables solving them simultaneously as one problem. Figure 8 

shows that the project schematic consists of two modules of CFX and Structural that were 

connected using the System Coupling module. The geometries in CFX and Structural were 

linked and the setup of each of the Transient and CFX was connected directly to the setup of 

System Coupling module.  

 

Figure 8: Project schematic for the FSI problem includes three modules of Structural, CFX, and System Coupling 

 

In the system coupling, four interfaces of “cell-fluid”, “fluid-cell”, “fluid-bone”, and 

“bone-fluid”, which were defined in each of the Structural and CFX modules, were displayed 

after connecting the setup of two modules to the setup of System Coupling. Since there are 
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four interfaces of fluid and solid domains, four data transfers were defined as shown in Figure 

9. Two were for the interfaces of fluid and cell domains and the other two were for the 

interfaces of fluid and bone domains.  

 

Figure 9: Four Data Transfers created in System Coupling module to connect the information between different 
domains 

 

Figure 10 shows the properties of Data Transfer1 and Data Transfer 2. Data transfer 1 with 

Structural as participant, transferred displacements of mesh elements to its target, which was 

Fluid Flow (CFX). On the other hand, Data Transfer 2 with Fluid Flow (CFX) as participant, 

transferred Force to its target, which was Structural.  
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Figure 10: Data transfer properties includes force and displacement information between source and target 

After running the software, force and displacement for each of the elements at the interface 

of solid and fluid domains were updated automatically in each time step until the solutions for 

each of the modules were converged. Figure 11 shows the System Coupling Solution 

Information. Once the run is over, the Participant Solution Status presented the convergence 

for both the Structural and CFX modules.  

 

Figure 11: Solution Information in the System Coupling module showed convergence of both modules  

 

 

2.2 Confocal Image-Based Osteocyte Models 

Bone samples from young and aged mice were fixed, sectioned, and stained for confocal 

imaging with optical sectioning to generate 3D image stacks. These images were used to build 
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3D computer models of the lacunocanalicular network. The protocol for imaging and computer 

modeling will be elaborated in this section. 

2.2.1 Sample Preparation 

C57Bl/6 mice were obtained from the NIH Mouse Aging Colony at Charles Rivers 

Laboratories. There were three female mice, one 4-month-old mouse, one 5-month-old mouse, 

and one 22-month-old mouse. The femur of these mice was chosen for our study and was 

prepared for confocal microscopy.  

First, soft tissue and muscles were removed from the dissected femurs to attain a clean 

bone. Then, the samples were fixed in 4% PFA at 4 ℃ with gentle shaking for one day and 

then transferred to 70% EtOH for an additional one day. 

The third step was embedding the samples in Acrylic resin. The bones were taken out of 

70% EtOH and were embedded in quick embedding medium Sample-Kwick Fast Cure Acrylic 

Kit (Buehler, Cat No.20-3560), according to manufacturer’s instruction. Two parts of liquid 

were mixed with two parts of liquid to attain a low viscosity mixture with a higher transparency 

as the bone sections should be visible to find the third trochanter for the cutting step. It was 

stirred well for fifteen seconds and poured into a mold that contains bone femurs. The proximal 

metaphysis was the bottom side and femurs were put vertically into a mold to be sectioned 

properly in the next step. After the mixture was rapidly polymerized at room temperature for 

five minutes, the mold was removed. The rapid polymerization resin embedding method is 

used so that the resin provides adequate support around the bone specimen to facilitate 

sectioning but does not permeate into the tissue. This is necessary for the subsequent FITC 

staining step so that the dye can penetrate the lacunae and canaliculi. The fourth step was 

measuring the bone length and finding the third trochanter of the femurs in the diaphysis region 
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as the trimming line so that sections could be taken from a standardized region of the femur. 

Three 300µm thick sections were cut toward distal metaphysis using a Leica SP1600 

microtome with a cross-section area shown in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12: Three sections of the femur after the third trochanter were taken which have a cross-sectional area similar 
to what is shown.  

 

The sections were ground down and polished with 1200, 800, and 600 grit sandpaper until 

the thickness was approximately 100µm. They were then stained with FITC dye, which 

permeates through and labels the bone lacunocanalicular network. 0.2 g of Fluorescein 
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Isothiocyanate Isomer I (Sigma, F7250) was mixed with 20 ml EtOH to prepare a 1% w/v 

Fluorescein Isothiocyanate (FITC) dye solution. The specimens were transferred through a 

graded alcohol series of 70%, 95%, and 100% EtOH, respectively, each for five minutes. The 

sample was then stained with 1% FITC dye for four hours with gentle shaking.  

The solution was taken out and sections were air dried overnight in a dark place. The last 

step before confocal microscopy was to coverslip mount the samples (Platinum Line Cover 

Glass 24*40 #1.5) with permount just prior to imaging. 

 

2.2.1.1 Confocal Microscopy 

Confocal microscopy was performed using a Leica TCS SP5 II Laser Scanning Confocal 

Lower power images were collected at 5x and 20x to view the overall bone structure. For 

imaging of the lacunocanalicular system, detailed image stacks were collected using the100x 

oil immersion lens. According to the excitation and emission maxima of the FITC dye, which 

is shown in Figure 13, the 488 nm laser was used for excitation.  

  

 

Figure 13: Excitation and Emission range for FITC dye identified for the confocal microscopy 
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Employing image collection techniques such as oversampling and line averaging increases 

the accuracy and resolution of the images. 400 z-slices were collected with the step size of 2.27 

µm and voxel size of 0.0891 x 0.0891 x 0.1259 µ3. Figure 14 depicts the transverse sections 

from the aged bone imaged with the 5x, 20x, and 100x objectives. The low power (5x) image 

shows the entire cross-section of the femur in which three regions were chosen as imaging 

fields. The 100x image stacks were used for computer modeling of the LCN.   

 

Figure 14: 5x, 20x, and 100x resolution of transverse sections of aged bone section. 

 

2.2.2 Computer Modeling 

2.2.2.1 MIMICS Innovation Suite® Software 

The 100x image stacks were opened in ImageJ software to generate z-stacks with .tif format 

for the modeling. The z-stacks were imported into the MIMICS Innovation Suite® to construct 

a mask of the LCN after defining the image orientation as shown in Figure 15. It should be 

noted the left and right were selected in opposite to have the correct orientation. The original 

image from 5-month-old mouse (young mouse) was thresholded between 17,000 to 46,701 

Hounsfield units, 4-month-old mouse was thresholded between 30,012 to 45,677 and the 

threshold for the aged mouse was between 15,000 to 46,701 Hounsfield units to most closely 

resemble the LCN. Thresholding helped to adjust the pixel intensity limits for inclusion in a 

mask.  
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Figure 15: Thresholding the LCN to generate a surface model of lacunocanalicular region in Mimics software 

 

One lacuna with its canaliculi was cropped from the stack to generate the CFD model of 

the osteocyte enclosed in an imaginary cube. Figure 16 shows the region of interest which was 

chosen around the lacuna using the crop mask operation. The cube was defined to capture all 

the canaliculi around the lacuna and keep the vertical length equal to 130 micrometers for both 

young and aged models. The length and width of the models depended on the size of the 

osteocyte and was different for the models.  

 

Figure 16: One lacuna with its canaliculi were selected from the LCN using the Crop Mask operation  

 

To remove all the noise and despeckle from the model, a region grow operation was 

performed to have a uniform lacunocanalicular region. Figure 17 shows how the quality of 

the initial 3D model which exists out of multiple (disconnected) parts was improved using 
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region grow. Therefore, a uniform lacuna with connected canaliculi was obtained. The 

lacunocanalicular mask was converted into an object using the Calculate Part operation in 

MIMICS. The unique technique to build an osteocyte with dendrites involved reducing the 

lacunocanalicular network volume using a smoothing operation. This operation was 

performed several times to reach the desired dimensions. The dendrite diameter ranged from 

60 to 200 nm. Figure 17 shows the Region Grow and Smoothing techniques performed on 

the osteocyte models.  

 

Figure 17: Region grow operation removed the noise to obtain a single part. Smoothing operation was performed to 
reduce the size of the lacunocanalicular network to attain osteocyte with dendrites 

 

The last step in MIMICS was exporting the objects as STL format files. Two layers of the 

lacunocanalicular network and osteocyte dendritic membranes were then imported into 3-

Matic software to generate a volume mesh.  

 

2.2.2.2 3-Matic Software 

After importing the parts into the 3-Matic software, some operations were performed in 

Fix tool to locate mesh problems and geometrical errors. The geometry status was checked 

using the Fix Wizard operation and an Auto fix was conducted to remove inverted normal 

rectangles and bad edges. The overlapping triangles could not be fixed with Auto-fix and 

needed to be replaced with defining new ones or using the Fill Hole Normal operation. Filter 
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sharp triangles, filter small edges, and filter smalls shells also repaired the other geometrical 

issues. Then, an adaptive re-mesh was performed before generating a volume mesh.  

Two surfaces of the lacunocanalicular network and osteocyte dendritic membranes were 

combined into one surface (lacunocanalicular space) that belongs to both parts by creating a 

non-manifold assembly. Figure 18 depicts the lacunocanalicular space generated by 

subtracting the osteocyte-dendrites from the lacunocanalicular network. 

 

Figure 18: cross-sectional 3D view of the young osteocyte model showing modeling of the osteocyte cell membrane, 
lacunar wall and lacunar fluid space.  The enlarged region shows modeling of the canalicular fluid space around the 

dendrite, where the fluid flows into or out of the cell. 

 

A volumetric model of the lacunocanalicular space was created using the remesh operation. 

The final step in 3-Matic software was to export the pericellular space volume related to young 

and aged osteocytes to an STL format file to be imported into ANSYS software for fluid 

analysis. The object scale can also be adjusted in the export section as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Exporting the osteocyte models in 3-Matic software. 
 

2.2.3 Confocal Image-Based Osteocyte Models of Young and Aged Mice  

The computer modeling technique described in section 2.2.2 was utilized to develop 3D 

models of the lacunocanalicular space of the young and aged mice. Two osteocyte models of 

the femur of 5-month-old and 22-month-old mice were generated from the100x confocal 

images (described in section 2.2.1) and are shown in Figure 20. In the modeling, we kept the 

lacunocanalicular thickness, dendritic and canalicular diameter the same for all the models in 

order to only study the canalicular density due to aging.  

 

Figure 20: Confocal image-based osteocyte models of A) 5-month-old and B) 22-month-old mice developed to 
analyze fluid inside the lacunocanalicular space 

 

Another osteocyte model (Figure 21) was generated from a 4-month-old mouse which was 

used to develop new simulated osteocyte models using geometry modification techniques 

which will be explained in the section 2.2.3.1. 
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Figure 21: Confocal image-based osteocyte model of the 4-month-old mouse developed from 100X confocal image 
stacks. 

 

2.2.3.1 Simulated Osteocyte Models  

To study the effect of various morphological parameters such as dendrite diameter, 

lacunocanalicular space thickness, and canalicular density due to aging, several distinct 

osteocyte models were developed from one confocal image (4-month-old mouse) using a 

geometry modification technique. One of the benefits of this technique was to investigate the 

effect of each of these morphological parameters on fluid flow shear stress while the osteocyte 

shape was kept the same. Six new simulated models were developed from the same young 

mouse image. One morphology parameter was changed in each of them using geometry 

modification techniques in MIMICS and 3-Matic software. These models predict the effect of 

alteration in dendrite diameter, lacunocanalicular space thickness, and canalicular density 

while the osteocyte shape remained the same. 

The geometry modification techniques will be explained in three parts, “decreased 

canalicular density”, “increasing dendritic diameter”, and “increasing lacunocanalicular 

thickness”. In each of them, the base model (young osteocyte) was modified to apply 

morphology alteration.  
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2.2.3.1.1 Lower Canalicular Density 

Generating osteocyte models from the base model with different canalicular densities was 

carried out by changing the image thresholding in MIMICS software. To reduce the light 

intensity of the image, a lower threshold, which depends on the number of canaliculi needed 

to be removed, was selected to obtain a lacuna with fewer canaliculi. The advantage of the 

thresholding technique was that the lacuna shape and size remained the same and only the 

influence of canalicular density was studied. Figure 22 shows two models with lower 

canalicular density besides the original young osteocyte model as the base model (Model 1). 

Model 2 and Model 3 were named simulated middle-age and simulated aged models, 

respectively. The number of canaliculi in the original image related to the young osteocyte is 

92 [39], whereas the Model 2 and Model 3 model with a lower threshold had 43 and 22 

canaliculi, respectively. The other parameters including dendrite diameter and 

lacunocanalicular thickness were kept the same for them which is shown in the magnified 

figure at the bottom.  

 

Figure 22: 4-month-old mouse (Model 1) was modified using the geometry modification technique to build Model 2 
and Model 3 with a lower canalicular density. The magnified section shows the dendrite diameter and 

lacunocanalicular thickness which was kept the same for all of these models. 
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2.2.3.1.2 Increasing Dendritic Diameter 

Model 4 and Model 5 were generated from the same young mouse image with the same 

canalicular density and lacunocanalicular space thickness as the original osteocyte model but 

with an increase in dendritic diameter. Larger or smaller dendritic diameter can be generated 

using wrapping or smoothing operations in MIMICS software. The dendrite diameter in Model 

4 and Model 5 were two and four times, respectively greater than the diameter of dendrite in 

the original geometry. 

Figure 23 depicts the dendrite diameter increase in Model 4 and Model 5 compared to 

dendrite diameter of the original Model 1. It can be observed that the canalicular space around 

the dendrites which is the path for the fluid movement is equal in all the models. As a 

consequence of increasing dendrite diameter, canaliculus diameter increased as well while 

keeping the canalicular fluid space around the dendrites the same (80 nm). 

 

Figure 23: Model 4 and Model 5 were developed by increasing dendrite diameter to two and four times from the same 
young osteocyte model (Model 1)  

 

2.2.2.2.3 Increasing Lacunocanalicular Space Thickness 

Model 6 and Model 7 were developed by keeping the dendrite diameter and canalicular 

density the same as Model 1 but with different lacunocanalicular space thickness. The 

lacunocanalicular space thickness in Model 6 and Model 7 is two and four times greater than 

its thickness in the original model. It should be noted that the lacunocanalicular space is the 
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space in which fluid flows around the cell and dendrites. Therefore, a greater amount of fluid 

can flow in such a greater space in these two models. 

Figure 24 shows how the lacunocanalicular space thickness in Model 6 and Model 7 was 

increased two and four times compared to Model 1. Other parameters including the number of 

dendrites and dendrite diameter is equal for all these models.  

 

 

Figure 24: Model 6 and Model 7 were developed by increasing the lacunocanalicular space thickness to two and four 
times from the original model (Model 1) 

 

 

2.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Analysis  

After generating the volumetric osteocyte model from the confocal microscope image, it 

was imported into the CFX module of ANSYS Workbench software for a CFD analysis. 

Several steps including geometry, mesh, and setup were carried out to prepare the models for 

CFD analysis. Figure 25 shows the project schematic of ANSYS CFX in which the problem 

was defined.  
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Figure 25: Project schematic of ANSYS CFX for CFD analysis 

 

2.3.1 Geometry 

The developed confocal image-based geometries were imported in the geometry section of 

CFX, known as ANSYS SpaceClaim. The unit dimensions were set to nanometer in the setting. 

Geometry appeared as two facets of lacunocanalicular network and osteocyte dendritic 

processes. Each of the facets was fixed to remove some geometrical errors such as 

intersections, sharp or overconnected edges and vertices, and detect and fixing openings or 

holes. Figure 26 shows two facets, the osteocyte dendritic process which is surrounded by 

lacunocanalicular network.  
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Figure 26: Geometry in ANSYS Space Claim includes the smaller facet of osteocyte dendritic processes and the 
bigger facet of lacunocanalicular network 

 

The smaller facet which was osteocyte dendritic processes was subtracted from the larger 

facet, lacunocanalicular network to achieve a single body of lacunocanalicular space. It was 

then converted from facets to a solid domain without merging faces. Figure 27 shows the cross-

sectional area of the young osteocyte model (4-month-old mouse) which represents the 

lacunocanalicular space. It is visible that the lacunar fluid space around the osteocyte is larger 

than the space around the dendrites. In the next steps, a fluid pressure will be defined to be 

inserted into these spaces around the osteocyte-dendrites. 

 

Figure 27: Cross-section area of young osteocyte model in ANSYS Space Claim 
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2.3.2 Mesh 

The geometries were meshed with linear tetrahedral elements, using an element size of 

0.06 µm. A fine mesh was chosen to have enough elements in the tiny dendritic system. For, 

instance, the total elements for young and simulated aged osteocytes are 10,116,847 and 

5,075,600. The fluid inlets and outlets were chosen using a box select and defining several 

faces. The canaliculi on the top were selected as fluid inlets and the canaliculi on the other five 

faces were selected as fluid outlets. Figure 28 shows the details of the project outline which 

includes the geometry, mesh, and two inlet and outlet name selections.  

 

 

Figure 28: Project outline in defining name selection in ANSYS CFX 
 

It is worth noting that a mesh independence study was done to obtain accurate results. By 

reducing the number of elements to 10,116,847 and 5,075,600 for the young and aged 

osteocyte models, respectively, FFSS results does not change. The last step in Space Claim 

was to export the mesh as a fluent file format as it loads faster in the setup owing to the 

complicated geometry of osteocytes.  
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2.3.3 Setup 

The generated fluent mesh was then imported in the setup section of CFX. Using insert 

boundary option, two boundary conditions of inlets and outlets were defined for the faces 

preselected as inlets/outlets. To imitate physiological conditions, a fluid inlet pressure of 300 

Pa was exerted on the inlets and outlets had a pressure of 0 Pa [40, 41]. The remaining surfaces 

were treated as walls with a no-slip condition in that fluid has zero velocity at the interface of 

walls. Figure 29 shows all the inlets and outlets which were the canaliculi on the six faces of 

the osteocyte model.  

 

 

Figure 29: Defined fluid inlets and outlets to the cell as boundary conditions of osteocyte model 

 

Fluid flows from the inlets around the dendrites and osteocyte cell body and exits from the 

other canaliculi were assigned as outlets. It should be also noted that the fluid inlets considered 
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were on the top side of the imaginary cube and canaliculi on the other five faces were outlets 

as shown in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30: Fluid inserts to the cell from the inlets, canaliculi on the top side, and exits from other canaliculi on the 
other sides of the model which are outlets 

The interstitial laminar fluid was treated as water [23] and was chosen from the material 

library. The heat transfer, combustion, and thermal radiation sections were set to none as there 

was not any heat transfer defined in the problem. The turbulence mode also changed to none 

as the fluid characteristic in the lacunocanalicular network is similar to a laminar fluid [23]. In 

the solver control, maximum 300 iterations and a residual target of 1e-12 was set for the 

problem.  

The software ran using double precision and maximum number of 6 cores of the system 

parallel together (Inlet MPI Local Parallel). Mass and momentum were monitored until 

residuals drop and become constant (Figure 31). After solution convergence, FFSS data were 

measured in the CFD-post section of ANSYS CFX. 
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Figure 31: Mass and momentum residuals drops after solution convergence 

 

2.3.4 Post Processing 

To depict FFSS experienced by osteocytes and dendrites, a new contour was inserted in 

the results section of ANSYS CFX. Variable was chosen as wall shear on the osteocyte 

dendritic membranes as the domain and the FFSS contour was created. It should be noted that 

to better show high FFSS on dendritic membranes, the range of FFSS can be set to User 

Specified to modify min/max values of FFSS.  

Velocity streamlines were also inserted for the lacunocanalicular domain starting from the 

inlets. Sampling was equally spaced, and number of points was selected as 2500. There is an 

animation section in CFX which accurately displays in 3D how the fluid particles flow inside 

the lacunocanalicular spaces using the velocity streamline graph.  

Function calculator in CFX was a valuable tool to analyze the magnitude of FFSS or 

velocity based on geometrical parameters, especially where there are various osteocyte models 

(e.g. young vs aged). The volume and surface area of lacunocanalicular space could be 

measured as geometrical parameters along with maximum, minimum, or average FFSS values.  
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To depict strain results, a new contour was inserted in the results section of ANSYS CFX. 

In the FSI problem, since the Structural and CFX modules were connected, the Structural 

module results were obtained in the CFX section. The default domain was selected as the 

lacunocanalicular region to visualize the strain magnitudes.  
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3  CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

This chapter includes the data generated by following the methods described in Chapter 2. 

The bone strain experienced by the osteocytes and shear stress response on the cell membrane 

and dendritic processes was calculated for idealized and confocal-based osteocyte models. The 

data presented in this chapter shows the comparison of the stress/strain values captured from 

different methods of developing osteocytes. It first shows the differences observed in shear 

stress and bone strain response in the idealized geometry models with alteration in the number 

of fluid inlets, load direction, canalicular density and then presents the difference in shear stress 

values for the confocal image-based models for young and aged osteocytes and also, for the 

simulated models with changing lacunocanalicular space thickness, dendrite diameter, and 

canalicular density. The fluid flow shear stresses experienced by osteocyte is presented based 

on the lacunocanalicular volume and surface area to find out the correlation between the 

osteocyte fluid flow shear stress with the structure of the lacunocanalicular network, which 

will be discussed in the next chapter.  

 

3.1 Idealized Geometry 

In all four models, because the canalicular space surrounding the dendrites is roughly nine 

times smaller than that surrounding the osteocyte, dendrites encounter higher maximum shear 

stresses on the walls than the cell membrane: consistent with previous studies [23, 42, 43]. 

Dendrites have a maximum FFSS of approximately 3-5.3 Pa. Junctions of the dendrites and 

the cell body have an FFSS of approximately 0.6-0.9 Pa if those dendrites are fluid inlets, while 

then the FFSS concentration at the rest of the cell membrane is even smaller 0.006-0.029 Pa. 

The effect of the following parameters on FFSS was determined considering differences in 
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morphology and loading condition of four models. Figure 32 depicts the shear stress 

distribution on the cell and dendrites within four idealized models. 

 

 

Figure 32: FFSS contours of four osteocyte models with idealized geometries: 18-dendrites models with five and one 
fluid inlet (Model 1 and Model 2) with a left load, 10-dendrites models with one fluid inlet with an applied left load 

(Model 3) and top load (Model 4) 

 

3.1.1  Effect of Inlet Number on FFSS 

In order to understand the relationship between flow and FFSS we built idealized computer 

models with either ten or eighteen dendrites to test the effects of one vs five inlets with regard 

to canalicular density. With comparison of Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3, we investigated 

the responsiveness of osteocytes in terms of shear stress to mechanical loading to determine if 

the osteocytes with higher canalicular density or/and number of fluid inlets produce higher 

shear stresses. 

The minimum shear stress threshold required to deform the osteocyte cell membrane has 

been postulated to be 0.8 Pa [9, 15], so we determined the number of dendrites with FFSS 

values greater than 0.8 Pa (shown in Table 1 and Figure 33). In Model 1 with five fluid inlets 

nine of eighteen dendrites experienced shear stresses greater than 0.8 Pa (Table 1 and Figure 

33). In Model 2, with only one inlet, only two of eighteen dendrites reached 0.8 Pa of shear 

stress. In Model 3, which has one fluid inlet and ten dendrites, two out of ten dendrites 
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experienced FFSS values above 0.8 Pa. The incorporation of four additional inlets in Model 1, 

which results in higher volumetric flow rates, increases the FFSS in almost all dendrites (Table 

1 and Figure 33).  

 

3.1.2 Effect of Load Direction on FFSS 

We next compared load direction relative to FFSS from a single inlet. Figure 33 displays 

the maximum FFSS for the idealized models. Models 1, 2, and 3, in which load was applied 

on the left side (parallel to the long axis of the lacuna), have a maximum FFSS of 4.44 Pa, 5.0 

Pa, and 5.3 Pa, respectively. In contrast, the maximum FFSS in Model 4 only reached 3.07 Pa.  

As shown in Model 4 (Table 1 and Figure 33), only one of the ten dendrites reached the 

stress threshold of 0.8 Pa. By comparing Model 4 to Model 3, where both have the same 

number of dendrites and fluid inlets but a different load direction, we observed higher FFSS 

when the flow direction is aligned along the major axis in all dendrites. In Model 3, dendrites 

one and ten are aligned with the load direction and show the highest FFSS (both reach to 0.8 

Pa). In Model 4, dendrites three and seven are aligned with the load direction and show the 

highest FFSS (only one of them reaches to 0.8Pa). 
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Figure 33: Comparison of experienced maximum FFSS in four models 

 

Table 1: Number of dendrites in each Model that experience a FFSS ≥ 0.8 Pa 

 Number of 

dendrites 

Number of fluid inlets  

to the cell 

Dendrites Experiencing FFSS > 0.8 

Pa 

Model 1 18 5 9/18 

Model 2 18 1 2/18 

Model 3 10 1 2/10 

Model 4 10 1 1/10 

 

3.1.3  Effect of Dendrite Number and Load Direction on Strain Distribution 

As direct mechanical deformation (strain) on the osteocyte may also contribute to load 

related responses, we next compared the mechanical strain distribution in each of the four 

models. We observed that maximum strains occur at the junction of the canaliculi to the lacuna, 

especially where those canaliculi are aligned with the applied mechanical load. Figure 34 

shows the strain distribution in Model 3. Since the load was applied from the left side, the two 

left and right canaliculi experienced the highest compressive strain.  
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Figure 34: Strain distribution of Model 3 in the bone matrix and lacunocanalicular region 

 

Figure 35 illustrates the specific regions of the lacunocanalicular walls in the four models 

filtered with compressive strains over 5,000 µε, the minimum strain to cause some biochemical 

response in osteocytes according to cell culture studies [12, 13]. The rectangular frame in each 

model shows the regions of bone with strains over 5,000 µε. These high strain regions, which 

constitute fewer than 2% of the surface area of each osteocyte model (Table 2), are primarily 

localized to the canaliculi and a small region of the lacuna. Each model exhibits a distinct 

pattern of mechanical strain, altered when the loading direction is changed (Figure 35). For 

example, Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3 have the same strain pattern as they have the same 

loading direction (from left to right) but changing the load direction (top to bottom) in Model 

4, changes the strain pattern to a ring shape around the lacuna. 
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Figure 35: Regions which experienced strains greater than 5,000 µε in the four idealized Models. The highest strains 

are experienced in the regions shaded red in the 4 Models. 

 

Table 2 shows the volume percentage of each model in different strain ranges. In all 

osteocyte models, more than 80% of the model experiences strain less than 1,000 µε. In the 

18-dendrite models, 0.12% of the entire model have resultant strains more than 10,000 µε, the 

strain postulated to trigger a significant osteogenic response [12, 13].  Nevertheless, 0.11% and 

0.08% of the other models experience high strain magnitudes. 

 

Table 2: Volume percentage of each model that experiences different ranges of strains magnitudes 

 Volume Percentage 

 strains< 1000 µƐ 1000 µƐ <strains< 5000 µƐ 5000 µƐ <strains> 10000 µƐ strains> 10000 µƐ 

Model 1 81.15 17.00 1.73 0.12 

Model 2 81.30 16.85 1.73 0.12 

Model 3 84.63 14.44 0.82 0.11 

Model 4 84.60 14.14 1.18 0.08 

 

3.2 Confocal Image-Derived Osteocyte Models 

To simulate the effects of aging on the LCN [17], we developed a more realistic model of 

an osteocyte and its dendritic processes as it resides within bone from confocal image sets 

(Figure 20).  CFD modeling showed concentrations of FFSS on the dendritic walls, and at the 

inlet and outlet points. CFD modeling showed concentrations of FFSS on the dendritic walls, 

and at the inlet and outlet points. We compared the maximum and average FFSS magnitude on 

osteocyte and dendrites using CFD-post techniques in ANSYS. 
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3.2.1 Young and Aged Models 

3.2.1.1 FFSS Results 

The average FFSS on the cell membrane and dendrites in the young osteocyte model (5-

month-old mouse) was 0.3 Pa. With aging (22-month-old mouse), the osteocyte experienced a 

lower amounts of average shear stress which was about 0.19 Pa. The maximum FFSS on the 

cell membrane and dendritic processes in the young and aged osteocyte models was 4.85 Pa 

and 6.5 Pa. The surface area of young osteocyte was 3102.3 µm2, while the aged osteocyte 

model had a 2.2 times smaller surface (1372.7 µm2). The total lacunocanalicular fluid space 

for the young and aged models was 333.6 µm3 and 229.4 µm3, respectively. Figure 36 depicts 

the fluid shear stress experienced by the osteocyte cell membrane and dendritic processes for 

young and aged osteocytes. 

 

Figure 36: Contour plots of FFSS in young and aged osteocyte models based on confocal image stacks  

 

3.2.1.2 Velocity Streamlines 

Young (5-month-old) and aged (22-month-old) osteocytes experience different ranges of 

velocity values inside the lacunocanalicular space. Canaliculi have higher velocities compared 

to the lacuna. The maximum velocity in young and aged osteocytes is 2.45 e-4 m/s and 7.7 e-

4 m/s. The young osteocyte model has an average velocity of 9.58 µm/s while with aging, the 

average velocity decreases to 5.78 µm/s.  
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Figure 37 and figure 38 depict the velocity streamlines in the lacunocanalicular space 

around the cell and cell processes for the young and aged osteocyte, respectively. The velocity 

of fluid decreases in the lacuna as the space around the cell is much greater than the space 

around the dendrites.  

 

Figure 37: Velocity streamlines in the lacunocanalicular space in young osteocyte (5-month-old) mouse 

 

 

Figure 38: Velocity streamlines in the lacunocanalicular space in aged osteocyte (22-month-old) mouse 
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The velocity profile also was measured for the other young osteocyte model generated from 

the 4-month-old mouse (Model 1). Figure 39A demonstrates velocity streamlines inside the 

lacunocanalicular system. Canaliculi, particularly the upper ones, have higher velocities than 

the lacuna because they are fluid inlets. The canaliculi with the highest velocities have a red 

color. The peak velocity (2.69 e-4 m/s) is an order of magnitude greater than the average 

velocity of the entire area (1.07 e-5 m/s). Fluid velocity profile varies depending on the 

microstructural configuration of the LCN in this realistic osteocyte model, such as branching, 

canalicular junctions, and narrow channels. Figure 39B indicates that canalicular branches alter 

the fluid flow profile. Canalicular junctions experience lower velocity values, as shown in 

Figure 39C. As seen in Figure 39D, fluid has higher fluid velocities in narrow channels due to 

their smaller cross-section area.  

     

Figure 39: A) Velocity streamlines in the realistic young osteocyte model inside the lacunar and canalicular fluid 

spaces surrounding the cell and dendrites. Alteration of the fluid velocity profile in image-derived models due to 

tortuosity of the canaliculi is presented in B) Canalicular branches, C) Canalicular junctions, D) Narrow channels 
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Figure 40 illustrates velocity streamlines within the lacunocanalicular space in a top view 

of the young osteocyte model. Half of the osteocyte is shown using a cut plane to observe 

clearly the canaliculi connected to the lacuna. Most canaliculi experience higher velocities at 

the locations where canaliculi connect to the lacuna.  

 

Figure 40: Cross-section of the osteocyte from the top view shows the velocity streamlines inside the pericellular 
space. 

 

3.3 Simulated osteocyte models 

The FFSS results of the young mouse (4-month-old) which was the base model (Model 1) 

was compared with other six simulated models generated using the geometry modification 

technique. 
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3.3.1 Comparison of FFSS in Model 1 (Realistic Young) and Model 3 (Simulated Aged) 

The average FFSS on the dendrites in the young osteocyte model (Model 1) was 0.42 Pa, 

which is one order of magnitude higher than the average FFSS on the cell body (0.02 Pa) and 

about three times greater compared to the simulated aged osteocyte or Model 3 (0.13 Pa). The 

dendrites experienced an average FFSS of 0.38 Pa with simulated aging, while the cell body 

showed an FFSS of 0.01 Pa.  

Table 3 shows the amount of surface area for the representative young vs. aged models that 

experience various ranges of shear magnitudes. The ratio of dendritic surface area to osteocyte 

is six times greater in the young osteocyte model. The young model has a larger surface area 

for almost all ranges of FFSS. The difference between the surface area of the two models is 

most significant for shear ranges above 0.1 Pa. About 76% of the surface area of the simulated 

aged model and 31% of the young model experiences a FFSS less than 0.1 Pa. The amount of 

surface area with FFSS values between 0.1 Pa and 0.8 Pa in the young osteocyte is eight times 

greater than the simulated aged model. It was postulated that the minimum FFSS that may 

cause bone formation is 0.8 Pa [9, 15]. According to data in Table 3, the amount of surface 

area that experiences FFSS between 0.8-3 Pa in the young model is nearly 23 times larger than 

the simulated aged model. Furthermore, 18% of the entire domain in the young osteocyte 

model, specifically dendrites, reaches 0.8 Pa, compared to only 3% in the simulated aged 

osteocyte model. Less than 0.2% of the surface area in both models reach FFSS higher than 3 

Pa.  
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Table 3: Surface area of young and simulated aged models with FFSS in various ranges 

  FFSS< 0.1 

Pa 

0.1 Pa <FFSS< 0.8 

Pa 

0.8 Pa <FFSS< 3 

Pa 

FFSS> 3 

Pa 

Lacunocanalicular 

surface area 

(µm2) 

Young 

model 

1030 1630 562 7 

Simulated 

aged 

model 

857 231 24 5 

 

3.3.2 Comparison of FFSS, Surface Area, Volume of All Simulated Models 

The average FFSS was 0.27 Pa and 0.13 Pa for Model 2 (simulated middle-age) and Model 

3 (simulated aged), respectively. By increasing dendrite diameter to two-fold and four-fold, 

the average FFSS was 0.49 Pa (Model 4) and 0.57 Pa (Model 5). The osteocyte models with 

greater lacunocanalicular thickness of two-fold and four-fold had the highest average FFSS of 

1.17 Pa (Model 6) and 1.89 Pa (Model 7). The maximum FFSS on the dendrites in the young 

osteocyte model was 6.6 Pa, which is two orders of magnitude higher than the FFSS on the 

cell body, 0.05 Pa. With simulated modeling, the maximum FFSS was 9.45 Pa, 15.46 Pa, 8.78 

Pa, 6.52 Pa, 16.5 Pa, and 22.29 Pa for Model 2, Model 3, Model 4, Model 5, Model 6, and 

Model 7.  

Table 4 shows seven distinct models including the original model and six simulated models 

with the details about their lacunocanalicular surface area, lacunocanalicular space volume, 

and average FFSS. The surface area of the lacunocanalicular space was 2652.9 µm2, 1530.4 

µm2, 1122.6 µm2, 3724.9 µm2, 4791 µm2, 3116.3 µm2, and 3542.2 µm2 for Model 1, Model 2, 

Model 3, Model 4, Model 5, Model 6, and Model 7. The simulated aged model (Model 3) had 

the lowest lacunocanalicular surface area and Model 5 with the largest dendrite diameter had 

the highest lacunocanalicular surface area. The lacunocanalicular space volume was 261 µm3, 

242.6 µm3, 203.5 µm3, 302.9 µm3, 337 µm3, 440.6 µm3, and 658.2 µm3 for Model 1, Model 2, 

Model 3, Model 4, Model 5, Model 6, and Model 7. Model 3 with lowest canalicular density 
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had the lowest amount of lacunocanalicular space volume and Model 7 with greatest 

lacunocanalicular space thickness had the highest lacunocanalicular space volume. 

Table 4: Comparison of average FFSS, lacunocanalicular space volume, and surface area in eight distinct osteocyte 
models including two confocal image-based models and six simulated models generated from Model 1 using the 
geometry modification technique.  

Osteocyte 

Models 

Dendrite 

diameter 

Lacunocanalicular 

space thickness 

Lacunocanalicular 

surface area 

(µm2) 

Lacunocanalicular 

volume (µm3) 

Ave 

FFSS 

(Pa) 

Model 1 

(original) 

  
2652.9 261 0.42 

Model 2 
  

1530.4 242.6 0.27 

Model 3 
  

1122.6 203.5 0.13 

Model 4 *2 
 

3724.9 302.9 0.49 

Model 5 *4 
 

4791 337 0.57 

Model 6 
 

*2 3116.3 440.6 1.17 

Model 7 
 

*4 3542.2 658.2 1.89 

 

Figure 41 shows the correlation of lacunocanalicular surface area with FFSS experienced 

on the cell membrane and dendritic walls for all osteocyte models. The surface area of the 

lacunocanalicular network increases with increasing either dendrite diameter, 

lacunocanalicular space thickness, and dendrite number but the FFSS does not significantly 

change with larger dendrite diameter. Only increasing the lacunocanalicular space thickness 

and dendritic number increase the FFSS. Model 5 and Model 6 with higher lacunocanalicular 

thickness have higher FFSS values. Although the dendrites diameter in Model 4 and Model 5 
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was much larger than Model 1, they do not experience a significant increase in FFSS values 

on cellular and dendritic walls. 

 

Figure 41: Comparison of lacunocanalicular surface area with FFSS for simulated models generated from Model 1. 
Model 2 and 3 studied lower canalicular density and lower surface area have lower FFSS. Model 4 and Model 5 with 
increased dendrite diameter 2-fold and 4-fold do not experience a significant increase in FFSS while they have the 

highest lacunocanalicular surface area. Model 6 and Model 7 with increased canalicular space thickness 2-fold and 4-
fold have greatest FFSS. The correlation coefficient between Average FFSS and LCN surface area for this graph is 
0.51. The green boxes show the model that produced average shear stress based on its calculated surface area. 

 

Figure 42 shows the correlation of lacunocanalicular space volume and FFSS experienced 

by the osteocyte. FFSS and volume are directly proportional to each other. By increasing the 

lacunocanalicular space volume around the osteocyte and dendrites, FFSS increases. 

Increasing all the parameters including the number of dendrites, dendrite diameter, and 

lacunocanalicular thickness, increases the FFSS by the osteocytes. In Model 2 (middle-aged) 

and Model 1 (young) with two and four times greater canalicular density than Model 3 
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(simulated aged), fluid volume is 1.2 and 1.3 times and FFSS is about 2 and 3.2 times greater 

than Model 3.  

In Model 4 and Model 5 with two and four times greater dendrite diameter than Model 1, 

the fluid volume around the cell and dendrites is 1.16 and 1.3 times greater and the FFSS 

experienced by the osteocyte is 1.16 and 1.35 times greater than the Model 1. Model 6 and 

Model 7 with two and four times greater LCN volume than Model 1, the fluid volume is about 

1.7 and 2.5 times greater and the FFSS experienced by the osteocyte is about 2.8 and 4.5 times 

greater than Model 1. 

 

 

Figure 42: Comparison of lacunocanalicular space volume with FFSS in all simulated models generated from Model 
1. Model 2 (simulated middle-age) and Model 3 (simulated aged) have lowest fluidic volume and FFSS. The 
correlation coefficient between Average FFSS and LCN fluidic space volume for this graph is 0.99 which is 

statistically significant. The green boxes show the model that produced average shear stress based on its calculated 
surface area. 

 

3.3.3 FFSS Contours 

Figure 43 depicts the FFSS contours of the original young osteocyte model (Model 1) 

which was obtained from the confocal FITC imaging of a 4-month-old mouse.  
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Figure 43: FFSS contours of Model 1 which was generated from FITC images of the femur of a 4-month-old mouse 

 

Figure 44 shows the FFSS contours of the simulated middle-age osteocyte model (Model 

2) with lower canalicular density compared to the realistic young osteocyte model (Model 1), 

but the same dendrite diameter and lacunocanalicular space thickness. Model 2 experienced a 

lower average FFSS (0.27 Pa) than Model 1. 

 

Figure 44: FFSS contours of Model 2 which has lower canalicular density than Model 1 
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Figure 45 depicts FFSS contours on the cell and dendritic surfaces of the aged osteocyte 

model (Model 3) which represents a simulated aged osteocyte with fewer dendrites compared 

to Model 1 and Model 2. Model 3 had the lowest lacunocanalicular surface area (1122.6 µm2), 

lowest lacunocanalicular space volume (203.5 µm3), and lowest average FFSS (0.13 Pa) 

among the models. 

 

Figure 45: Contour plots of FFSS in simulated aged model (Model 3) 

 

Figures 46 and 47 depict FFSS contours for Model 4 and Model 5 that had a two and four 

times greater dendrite diameter. Model 5 had the greatest lacunocanalicular surface area (4791 

µm2) among all the models and an average FFSS of 0.57 Pa. 
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Figure 46: FFSS contours of Model 4 with two times greater dendrite diameter than Model 1 

 

 

 

Figure 47: FFSS contours of Model 5 with four times greater dendrite diameter than Model 1 

 

Figures 48 and 49 depict FFSS contours for Model 6 and Model 7 that had a two and four 

times greater lacunocanalicular space thickness. Model 7 had the greatest lacunocanalicular 

space volume (658.2 µm3) among all the models. These figures show the highest amount of 
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FFSS among all the osteocyte models and almost all the dendritic processes are shown in the 

red color. Also, the cell body itself had greater shear stress values in the range of 0.2 Pa to 6.4 

Pa.  

 

Figure 48: FFSS contours of Model 6 with two times greater lacunocanalicular space thickness than Model 1 

 

 

Figure 49: FFSS contours of Model 7 with four times greater lacunocanalicular space thickness than Model 1 
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3.3.4 Velocity  

The velocity profile in all simulated models evaluated by comparing the average and 

maximum velocity experienced in the lacunocanalicular space. Similar to the young and aged 

models, simulated models have higher velocities in the canaliculi than the lacuna. In each 

model, the top canaliculi have higher velocities than the canaliculi on the other five sides of 

the osteocyte model. The average velocity in Model 1, Model 2, Model 3, Model 4, Model 5, 

Model 6, and Model 7 is 1.35e-5 m/s, 1.02e-5 m/s, 3.28e-6 m/s, 1.58e-5 m/s, 1.8e-5 m/s, 1.71e-

5 m/s, and 2.02e-5 m/s. It is noticeable that with increasing each of the parameters of 

canalicular density, dendrite diameter, and lacunocanalicular thickness the average velocity 

increases for the simulated osteocyte models. The maximum velocity experienced by the 

osteocytes in Model 2 and Model 3 with lower canalicular densities are 9.84e-4 and 7.29e-4 

m/s similar to the realistic young osteocyte model 7.54e-4 m/s m/s. Model 4, Model 5 with a 

greater dendrite diameter than Model 1 have a higher maximum velocity of 1e-3 m/s and 1.4e-

3 m/s than Model 1. Model 6 and Model 7 with greater annular space than Model 1 have 

maximum velocity of 8.664-4 m/s and 1.1e-3 m/s. 

 

3.3.4.1 Velocity Streamline Contours 

Velocity streamline inside the lacunocanalicular space shows the fluid flow. It illustrates 

that fluid flows from the canaliculi selected as inlets on the upper side and goes inside the 

lacuna and out from the other canaliculi assigned as outlets. Figure 50, Figure 51, and Figure 

52 show the velocity streamlines for Model 1 (original young osteocyte model), Model 2 

(middle-aged), and Model 3 (aged), respectively. Although velocity profile of Model 1 was 

previously shown, we provided it again in this part to be compared with the six simulated 
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models generated from Model 1. With reducing the number of dendrites due to aging in Model 

2 and Model 3, the average velocity decreases compared to Model 1. 

 

Figure 50: Velocity streamlines in realistic young osteocyte model (Model 1) generated from confocal images of a 4-
month-old mouse 
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Figure 51: Velocity streamlines in simulated middle-aged osteocyte (Model 2) with lower canalicular density than 
realistic young osteocyte (Model 1) 

 

Figure 52: Velocity streamlines in Model 3 (simulated aged model) 
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Figure 53 and Figure 54 shows the velocity streamlines for Model 4 and Model 5. 

Increasing the dendrite diameter two and four times in Model 4 and Model 5, increases the 

maximum fluid velocity around the osteocyte and dendrites. By comparing the velocity 

streamlines of these two models with Model 1, it is noticeable that the velocity of fluid inside 

the lacuna is greater (shown in green color ~ 1e-5 m/s) by increasing the diameter of dendrites. 

 

Figure 53: Velocity streamlines in Model 4 with two times greater dendritic diameter than Model 1 
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Figure 54: Velocity streamlines in Model 5 with four times greater dendritic diameter than Model 1 

 

Figures 55 and Figure 56 shows the velocity streamlines for Model 6 and Model 7. 

Increasing the lacunocanalicular thickness by two and four times in Model 6 and Model 7, 

increases the average fluid velocity around the osteocyte and dendrites from 13.5 µm/s to 17.1 

µm/s in Model 6 and 21.4 µm/s in Model 7. It is noticeable that even the cell body in these two 

models have higher velocities (shown in red) than the other osteocyte models. These two 

models have the highest velocities compared to all simulated models. It shows the effect of 

increasing lacunocanalicular space on the fluid velocity profile.  
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Figure 55: Velocity streamlines in Model 6 with two times greater lacunocanalicular thickness than Model 1 

 

Figure 56: Velocity streamlines in Model 7 with four times greater lacunocanalicular thickness than Model 1 
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3.4 Comparison of Confocal Image-Based Osteocyte Model and Idealized Models  

Figure 57 represents the velocity streamlines in the idealized and confocal-based models. 

The velocity variation within a single canaliculus is significant in the confocal-based models. 

Since each canaliculus in the idealized model is entirely straight, there is no sudden change in 

the velocity along each canaliculus (62A & 62B). Conversely, the canalicular tortuosity 

(shown in Figures 57C, 62D, 62E) in the image-derived realistic model speeds up the fluid in 

narrower regions, leading to velocity fluctuations along canaliculi. For instance, the velocity 

in canaliculi (Figure 57E) increases from 20.47 µm/s to 27.24 µm/s in the red-color region.  

 

  

Figure 57: Idealized modeling indicates a constant velocity on single canaliculi (A), (B), while the confocal- based 
model shows alterations in fluid velocity profiles in (C), (D), (E) 
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4 CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 

How the (micro)-architecture of the lacunocanalicular system in bone contributes to the 

process of mechanotransduction and how this is altered with aging is not fully understood. 

Interstitial fluid flow surrounding the osteocyte exerts shear stress on the cell membrane and 

dendritic processes beside its other functions, including delivering nutrition, eliminating waste, 

and facilitating cell-to-cell communication through the LCN [9, 44, 45]. One of the changes in 

osteocyte morphology due to aging is the reduction in canalicular density that may be a reason 

for the osteocyte’s reduced mechano-sensitivity to mechanical loading [18-21]. We produced 

four models with idealized geometries of osteocytes, three image-derived realistic models, and 

six simulated models generated using geometry modification techniques to investigate the 

effect of alterations in LCN morphology due to aging on fluid flow shear stress inside the 

lacunar and canalicular network in response to a standardized load input.  

Our idealized and young vs. aged osteocyte simulations demonstrated that dendrites have 

higher shear stress values, as high as 6.6 Pa, that are at least an order of magnitude higher 

compared to the cell body. The considerable space around the osteocyte cell body reduces the 

fluid velocity and FFSS in the lacuna compared to the canaliculi as well as enabling the lacuna 

to act as a mixing chamber [7]. Furthermore, the magnitude of shear stresses (3-6.6 Pa) in our 

models are in the same range as other studies which used idealized geometries for single 

osteocytes [23, 31]. Because of the higher shear stresses on the dendrites versus the cell body, 

these models suggest it is more likely that intracellular signaling in response to FFSS is 

triggered on the dendrites. Our findings are therefore in agreement with several functional 

studies suggesting that the dendrites are more responsive to load stimuli compared to the cell 

body [23, 42, 43].   
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For most previous studies, fluid shear stress measurements were primarily limited to 

reporting the maximum or average FFSS [23, 31]. In the current study, we estimated what 

proportion of the surface area of the cell and dendritic walls experiences FFSS values above 

0.8 Pa, which plays a crucial role in initiating intracellular signaling associated with 

mechanotransduction [9, 15]. We did not compare the shear stresses of idealized and image-

derived models since they have a different number of dendrites. In the idealized models, we 

studied two parameters, namely canalicular density and number of fluid inlets. We 

demonstrated that increasing canalicular density per se without changing the number of fluid 

inlets does not significantly affect the shear values. We postulate that contributing more 

canaliculi as fluid inlets drives a higher flow rate and, consequently, higher FFSS on the cell 

processes and the osteocyte cell body. In an osteocyte with a higher number of canaliculi and 

fluid inlets, mechanical loading applies additional fluid pressure to the osteocyte through the 

fluid inlets and consequently, more dendrites are stimulated up to the shear stress threshold of 

0.8 Pa. Therefore, increasing the dendrite number may result in the osteocyte being more 

responsive to physical activity.  

Additionally, we measured the ratio of dendritic to osteocyte surface area and also the 

amount of volume and surface area that experiences various ranges of FFSS, which has not 

been evaluated in prior studies. Comparing image-derived models showed that the ratio of 

dendritic to osteocyte surface area of the young model is six times greater than the aged model, 

while its average FFSS is three times greater than the aged model. Therefore, there might be a 

correlation between dendritic network surface area and fluid shear stress. With applying 

mechanical load to the osteocyte, due to higher canalicular density and number of fluid inlets 

in the young osteocyte, some additional fluid pressure is exerted in the lacunar and canalicular 
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fluid spaces. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the surface area of the young osteocyte model 

with minimum shear stress for osteocyte response was 23 times greater than the aged osteocyte. 

Therefore, aged osteocyte with smaller dendritic regions is less possible to detect mechanical 

strains which explains the lower mechanoresponsiveness of osteocytes with aging with the 

same physiological activity.  Accordingly, a larger area of the cell and dendritic surfaces in the 

young osteocyte model is subjected to significantly higher shear stresses, which could explain 

why young osteocytes respond better to mechanical loading than aged osteocytes that have 

lower canalicular density and fewer fluid inlets. Interestingly, the FFSS in the lacuna did not 

reach the bone formation threshold of 0.8 Pa in any of the confocal image-derived models and 

was consistently at least an order of magnitude lower than the FFSS on the dendrites. Based 

on these results, only the dendritic processes are predicted to be involved in activating 

mechanoresponsive signaling pathways in osteocytes. Our theoretical modeling is in 

agreement with calcium flux studies that predicted higher mechano-sensitivity of dendrites 

compared to the cell body [42, 43, 46, 47]. 

Our models also support several important implications with respect to the reduced 

responsiveness of aged bone versus younger adult bone. We observed that the maximum shear 

stresses were observed on those dendrites designated as inlets and occur at the junctions of the 

dendrites to the osteocyte cell body, which is consistent with prior studies [29, 48]. As more 

dendrites were added to the models, we observed higher strain when mechanical loading was 

applied in a direction parallel to the major axis of the osteocyte. 

One of the benefits of image-derived models over idealized models was that the tortuosity 

of canalicular anatomy was incorporated into the model and its influence on velocity/shear 

profile could be predicted. In contrast to the idealized models in which canaliculi had a straight 
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shape, considerable variations in velocity occurred in the tortuous canaliculi in the confocal-

based models. These variations were also identified before and after branching or canalicular 

junctions and in narrow channels. Narrow canalicular channels with smaller cross-sections had 

higher velocity and FFSS. These local variations could affect whether individual dendrites or 

regions of dendrites respond to mechanical loading induced FFSS. 

Importantly, we provided a useful approach in the confocal image-derived models to 

generate the osteocyte and dendrites from the confocal images of lacunocanalicular network 

by reducing their volume in the software. Therefore, the lacunocanalicular space can be 

developed from these two layers to analyze fluid profile inside the lacunocanalicular network. 

Using this technique, we only used one dye to label the lacunocanalicular network and this 

layer was reduced to have the other layer, osteocyte dendritic membranes. Therefore, we did 

not need to use another dye to label osteocyte dendritic membranes before imaging.  

We also introduced a new technique to develop geometry-modified osteocyte models 

without sacrificing a new mouse, which enables us to simulate the alteration of bone 

microstructure due to aging and would be useful to simulate alteration of bone microstructure 

occurring in bone diseases such as osteoporosis, perlecan deficiency, osteogenesis imperfecta, 

rickets/osteomalacia, diabetes, etc. This will be a useful predictive tool for future studies to 

understand different bone disease states, taking into account the disease-related changes in cell 

morphology. It also allows us to change one feature of the model at a time (e.g., canalicular 

number, lacunar and canalicular size and cell body size, canalicular branching, etc.) to isolate 

the effects of different compartments.  

Using the geometry modification technique, we used confocal images of a young mouse to 

mimic the morphology of aged osteocytes by modifying parameters such as canalicular 
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density, lacunocanalicular space, dendrite diameter. One of the benefits of the geometry 

modification technique was that the geometry of osteocyte was kept the same and only one of 

the parameters of dendrite diameter, lacunocanalicular space thickness, and canalicular density 

was changed.  

Various simulated osteocyte models were developed using the geometry modification 

technique to investigate whether the FFSS experienced by the osteocyte is correlated with the 

LCN morphology. The results showed that the FFSS significantly increases by increasing 

lacunocanalicular space and canalicular density. For instance, since changing the dendrite 

diameter does not affect the lacunocanalicular space volume and results in a wider dendrite 

and canaliculus, it does not significantly change the FFSS profile. On the other hand, either 

increasing the canalicular density or lacunocanalicular thickness increases the fluid volume 

applied to the cell and consequently affects the FFSS sensed by the osteocyte. Interestingly, 

the FFSS of the simulated models was directly proportional to the lacunocanalicular space 

volume with a correlation coefficient of 0.99. Therefore, the parameters that affect the 

lacunocanalicular space volume change the FFSS owing to their effect on fluid pattern. By 

only evaluating the lacunocanalicular space volume of the osteocytes, we can estimate the 

average FFSS experienced by the osteocyte. This is while the lacunocanalicular surface area is 

not such a useful tool due to the stated example about the dendrite diameter in which the surface 

area increases but the FFSS does not change significantly.  

We compared aged osteocyte models developed using two different approaches. First, we 

developed it based on actual confocal images of a 22-month-old mouse. In the second 

approach, we developed the aged osteocyte model by reducing canalicular density of an 

osteocyte model from a 4-month-old mouse using the geometry modification technique. In this 
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approach, the lacunar morphology does not change and only the effect of deterioration of the 

canalicular network (canalicular loss) on the FFSS was examined. The surface area and volume 

of the lacunocanalicular space and the range of FFSS in both methods is shown in the following 

table: 

Table 5: Comparison of surface area and volume of the lacunocanalicular space with FFSS for young and aged 
osteocyte models generated using different techniques  

  Lacunocanalicular 

surface area 

(µm2) 

Lacunocanalicular 

space volume 

(µm3) 

FFSS 

(Pa) 

Confocal Young (5-mo-old) 3102.3 333.6 0.3 

Aged (22-mo-old) 1372.7 229.4 0.19 

Simulated Young (4-mo-old) 2652.9 261 0.42 

Aged (simulated) 1122.6 203 0.13 

 

Although the actual aged and simulated aged osteocyte models were developed from a 

young and an aged mouse, respectively, they showed similar FFSS results. The experienced 

FFSS by the osteocytes in all four models of young and aged osteocytes was proportional to 

surface area and volume of lacunocanalicular space. This validates the geometry modification 

technique as powerful predictive tool that can be applied to study the effects of aging and other 

diseases or conditions that affect bone mictrostructure.  

One limitation of our model is that surface roughness was not considered in our analysis 

because we employed a smoothing technique in generating and replicating the models. As a 

result, some of the local projections of the extracellular matrix into the canalicular space and 

the surface roughness at the canalicular walls that may also affect the velocity profile [32] were 

not modeled in our computer simulations. Another limitation is that our model assumes that 
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all canaliculi are occupied by a dendrite, which may not necessarily be the case, as reported by 

Tiede-Lewis et al[17]. Another limitation was the overstretched and oversized canalicular 

shapes which were captured using confocal microscopy. We reduced their size using 

smoothing operation in MIMICS software to achieve the correct dimensions for canaliculi and 

dendrites [49]. 

The method to generate osteocyte models using either idealized geometries or confocal 

image-based models and simulated models is very useful in understanding how aging effects 

the ability of the cells to receive signals. This provides the basis of fluid shear stress 

experienced by the osteocyte during physical activity and will help in establishing the 

connection of these stresses with the osteocyte mechano-sensation due to aging. Eventually, it 

can help in developing therapies that can maintain the quality of bone in different bone diseases 

by checking the LCN morphology and especially the volume of lacunocanalicular space. This 

study gives a detailed methodology that describes the computational modeling of osteocytes 

and characterize osteocyte morphology. In addition, it reveals the influence of geometrical 

parameters on osteocyte fluid flow shear stress. This data gives the insight of how osteocyte 

behave with morphological changes due to aging.   

Overall, the shear stress stimulation decreases with decreased canalicular density due to 

aging. The loss of osteocyte dendritic connectivity in aged mice could therefore explain 

reduced responsiveness to mechanical loading in older animals. 
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5 CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The objective of this research was to determine if there is a correlation between LCN 

deterioration due to aging in terms of reduction in canalicular density or surface area and the 

resulting changes in shear stresses that would be experienced by osteocytes and their dendrites. 

The current study explored various approaches for generating computer models of osteocytes 

that incorporate features of the lacunocanalicular system due to aging. Idealized Fluid-

Structure Interaction models, confocal image-based models, and simulated models using 

geometry modification techniques were used to determine the lacunar fluid shear stresses on 

the membrane of the cells and dendrites at the single-cell level.  

We determined the effect of changing the canalicular density, fluid inlets to the lacuna, and 

the orientation of the cell to the applied physiological pressure. The number of canaliculi and 

fluid inlets played an important role in the velocity profile and in determining whether the 

shear stress threshold was reached that would initiate the cellular mechanostranstuction 

response. Because our modeling demonstrated that lower osteocyte shear stresses were 

associated with reduced canalicular density due to aging, measuring canalicular density could 

be a helpful approach in predicting osteocyte behavior in future studies. Furthermore, our 

findings suggest that it is possible to model aging-associated changes in osteocyte morphology 

and that bone mechanical stimuli may be altered by reduced lacunar and canalicular fluid flow 

when osteocyte connectivity is reduced due to aging. The FFSS experienced by the osteocyte 

can be evaluated by measuring the lacunocanalicular space volume. Our simulated osteocyte 

models showed that if the osteocyte morphology is kept the same, FFSS is dependent to the 

volume of the lacunocanalicular space. Computer modeling of the osteocyte could assess the 
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role of LCN morphology and notably canalicular density in terms of the impaired osteocyte’s 

response to mechanical loading due to aging.  
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